
THE SET UP

  

1. Summary   

Students are set a challenge to move a cornflake floating in water from the sides of the 

glass, which is held there by the meniscus. Filling the glass completely with water will 

reverse the meniscus and the surface tension in the water prevents it from touching the 

edge. The cornflake is then towed with a magnet and the iron filings contained in the 

magnet revealed.

2. Context 

This experiment is ideal when delivering healthy eating, diets and nutrition and to start 

discussions about where we get minerals from. It is also linked to magnetism – as Iron is a 

material they will have to identify as magnetic.

  

3. Apparatus   

   •   A drinking glass

   •   Water

   •   Cornflake (with high iron content)

   •   Neodynium magnet (the stronger the better)

   •   Ziplock bag (must be strong and clear)

4. Preparation 

Find yourself some high-iron content cornflakes (there is a big difference between brands) 

and check that your magnet is strong enough to tow it across the water.

You may wish to prepare and crush a ziplock bag of cornflakes and water before the lesson, 

so that it’s crushed finely enough during the experiment for the catering-grade Iron filings 

to be visible.

5. Safety 

No risks
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THE DEMONSTRATION 

  

1. Procedure 

     •   Fill a glass with water to just below the brim and float a cornflake on top. Challenge 

          the students to keep it away from the sides without touching it – they will struggle.

     •   Fill the glass to the brim with more water so the meniscus reverses and the cornflake 

          will no longer touch the side.

     •   Demonstrate the Iron content of the cornflake by dragging it around the surface with 

          a magnet.

     •   Loosely fill a ziplock bag with cornflakes and crush them very finely. Add enough 

          water to cover them, zip it and leave for 10 minutes. Add a little more water if it all 

          gets soaked up.

     •   Use the magnet to stroke the cornflakes in the bag towards one of the corners and 

          you should see tiny grey traces of iron.

2. Suggested Script Ideas

“Your challenge is to bring the cornflake away form the side of the glass without touching it.

Here’s how to do it… [fill the glass to the brim and explain the meniscus effect]

Look at the ingredients of these cornflakes – Do they contain any Iron?

How could we find out?

What properties does Iron have? It is magnetic!

So if I float a cornflake in water I can use a magnet to tow it along.

So how is the Iron put into cornflakes?

Let’s try and extract some by crushing the flakes up finely and soaking them in water:

Using a magnet I can see some very fine grey streaks, which are catering-grade Iron 

filings!”
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THE CONCLUSION 

  

1. Explanation 

Cornflakes contain very fine Iron filings, added in their manufacture, called catering-grade 

iron filings and can be extracted with a strong magnet.

2. Useful Questions and Answers

Q) Why do we need Iron in our diet?

A) Mainly it is used in the blood for haemoglobin to transport oxygen around the body.

Q) How much Iron do you have in your body?

A) It varies depending on the size and fitness of the person, but about 4 to 6 grams (the 

    volume of a small nail).

Q) What happens if you don’t have enough Iron in your diet?

A) You can become anaemic and lack energy. Teenage girls are most at risk of anaemia.
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